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AP® French Language and Culture Program

Designed by French teachers and AP® consultants, 
APprenons simultaneously supports language 
proficiency progress and AP® skill practice. With an 
easy-to-follow task-centric approach, APprenons 
leads the broadest spectrum of advanced learners to 
success in exam and real world contexts.

Trusted by over 3,000 schools.

APprenons

Transform the future through AP® French
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Lead each student to a 5. Support communicative competence. 
Foster interculturality. This is APprenons.

Attain AP® Excellence

APprenons correlates with all AP® global themes and 
subthemes. Each of the ten chapters incorporates 
two 7-task exams, with extra practice in free response 
questions. In all, over 160 AP® tasks are available to 
familiarize learners with the directions, timing, and 
online format of the actual exam. A Tips and Tricks 
section provides additional test insights.

Strengthen Vocabulary & Grammar

In APprenons, vocabulary and grammar are developed 
through tasks across the three modes and in all 
four modalities. Vocabulary is furthered through 
contextualized communicative tasks, exercises to 
improve spontaneous communication skills such as 
circumlocation, authentic resources, online vocabulary 
flashcards, and more. Grammatical structures support 
unit objectives and revolve around real-world 
functions.

Connect and Compare Cultures 

APprenons is a catalyst for interculturality. Authentic 
resources represent a variety of styles and genres 
and provide relevant connections to the practices, 
products, and perspectives of over 30 francophone 
cultures. Tasks instill curiosity and critical thinking skills 
needed to communicate, connect and explore as a 
global citizen.

   Too many books  
in your bag?

Teach French in class or on the 
go—with the Learning Site

The Learning Site is your home for two seamlessly 
integrated online learning tools, FlexText® and 
Explorer®! For extra mobility, download the Learning 
Site iOS App!

FlexText® is a digital textbook that page by page 
reflects the APprenons content. Highlight and take 
notes on pages that adjust to any screen, and that 
always remember where you left off the next time 
you log in. Learners can click their way from FlexText® 
pages directly to their video, audio, external links, and 
assignments in Explorer®. 

Explorer® is more than a holding site for links, 
assignments, and assessments. An online classroom 
forum allows discussion, recording exchanges, and 
more. Educators love their version of Explorer®, with 
customizable gradebook and assignment settings, 
proficiency-driven instruction strategies, and more. 

The Learning Site can be integrated with most learning 
management systems, including Schoology, Clever, 
Google Classroom, and Canvas! 
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